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FOREWORD

The first edition of the "Desk Reference on Drug Abuse" was published
by the State Health Department in August 1970. Over 45,000 copies of the
Reference have been sent to registered physicians in New York State as well
as to emergency rooms and house staff members of all hospitals in the State.

The Reference has become widely accepted and used. We have filled
requests for about 15,000 additional copies in the past three months.
Substantial numbers have been sent to each state and to many foreign
countries. Among the more frequent sources of requests have been health
departments, colleges, narcotic guidance councils, treatment centers,
industrial clinics, State and Federal legislators, medical and nursing schools,
and hospitals.

The present edition has been expanded in aU sections. Included for the
first time are a list of physician members of local Narcotic Guidance
Councils, a list of laboratories whose competency for toxicological testing
has been examined by the laboratory of the State Health Department, a
description of the "talking down" method of treatment for patients on a bad
trip from the use of hallucinogenic drugs, clinical information concerning
methadone poisoning, and a listing of many of the facilities of the New York
City Addiction Services Agency.

The section on the Physician and the Law has been completely rewritten
and should be of more practical value to the physician in his everyday work.
Many additional words and phrases have been added to the glossary of Drug
Culture language which changes greatly from day to day and place to place.
The bibliography has been updated and made more comprehensive.

The State Health Department film "What Did You Take?" available for
professional groups reviews the management of emergencies encountered in
drug abuse and is based on information in this rderence.

It will be noted that this edition of the Reference has a new binding
which should make it more convenient as well as more durable.

There is evidence that physicians are becoming increasingly interested in
the drug abuse problem. It is particularly important that first-contact
physicians become skillful in recognizing and managing emergencies
encountered in drug abusers. We hope that this reference will be of major
assistance in attaining this goal.

Hollis S. Ingraham, M.D.
Commissioner of Health



'Drug Culture' language
To find a word or phrase, first look in the

index or key words on the left side of the page. If
it is not located there, then look through the
capitalized words after the definitions as these are
synonyms for the index word. Most of these
synonyms are not included in the index words to
avoid making the dictionary unnecessarily
cumbersome.

The language is constantly changing and also
varies markedly with geographical location. Much
of this will be somewhat out of date the day it is
printed.

ACID: see LSD

ACID ROCK: type of rock and roll music
emphasizing electronically produced sounds and
songs with surrealistic imagery. Originated in San
Francisco and popularized by the Jefferson
Airplane, the Grateful Dead, etc.

ACIDHEAD: Chronic user of LSD. CUBEHEAD

ACID TEST: costume party at which music and
lights combine to mimic or enhance LSD
experience.

ADDICT (heroin): HYPE, HOPHEAD, JUNKIE,
DREAMER, SLEEPWALKER, SMACK SACK.

ADDICTED (heroin): CAUGHT, HOOKED, ON
THE NEEDLE, WIRED, MONKEY ON THE
BACK, VULTURE ON VEINS.

A-HEAD: regular user 0 f amphetamines
WATERHEAD, SPEEDFREAK.

ALCOHOL: street names include JUICE, SAUCE,
RIPPLES, GALLO, RED, GRAPES. Last four
mean wine only.

AMPHETAMINES: BENNIES, DEXES,
CARTWHEELS, FOOTBALLS, LID-POPPERS,
CO-PILOTS, SPLASH, HEARTS, THRILL-PILLS,
PEP-PILLS, WHITES, BROWNIES, WAKE-UPS,
SWEETIES, CROSSROADS, SPEED,
FORWARDS, UPPERS, TRUCK-DRIVERS,
WATER, PEACHES, CRYSTALS, BLACK

BEAUTIES, CROSS-COUNTRIES, JOLLY
BEANS, DOUBLE CROSS, DRIVERS, ROSES,
BLUE ANGELS, PURPLE HEARTS, RED
DEVILS, A.M.T., CHALK, THRUSTERS, EYE
OPENERS, LOS ANGELES TURNAROUNDS,
CHRlSTMAS TREE (Dexamyl), STRAWBERRY
SHORTCAKE (Oberin), B-20's. Also see SPEED.

AMYL NITRITE: PEARLS, POPPERS,
SNAPPERS, AMYS, SNIFFERS, AMY JOY.

ANGEL DUST: Sernyl (PCP) on parsley or grass
dusted with hash. Probably different in other areas.

APPLE: non-addicted person.

ARSENAL: pusher's drug supply.

ARTILLERY: equipment for injecting drugs.

ASHRAM: a retreat for meditation.

BABY WOOD ROSE: seeds contain lysergic acid
amide and are hallucinogenic (like morning glory
seeds). Also called HAWAIIAN WOOD ROSE.

BACKWARDS: tranquilizers. DOWNERS.

BAD HEAD: mentally confused from taking drugs
(mayor may not be psychotic).

BADS: post-drug depression, i.e. acid, speed.

BAD SCENE: situation Iikdy to produce
unpleasant experience due to drug or whatever.

BAG: small package of illegal drugs; one's
particular interest or thing.

BAGMAN: supplier of drugs.

BALL: good time; to copulate (verb); a party.

BARBITURATES: names for specific
barbiturates:

AMYTAL: BLUES, BLUE BEAVENS, BLUE
JACKETS - BIRDS - BULLETS - DEVILS·
88'S - BANDS.
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NEMBUTAL: YELLOW JACKETS, YELLOW
BIRDS, YELLOW BULLETS - DEVILS - 88'S,
NEMBIES, NEMMY, NIMBY.

PHENOBARBITAL: PHENIES, PHENOS,
WHITES, PURPLE HEARTS.

SECONAL: SEGGIES, REDS, RED JACKETS
- BIRDS - BULLETS - DEVILS· 88'S, PINKS.

TUINAL: combination of seconal and amytaI.
RAINBOWS, DOUBLE TROUBLES, REDS
AND BLUES, TUIES.

Other names: GOOFBALLS, BARBS,
CA NDY, PEANUTS, SLEEPERS, IDIOT
PILLS, BLOCK BUSTERS, COURAGE PILLS,
G.B., KING-KONG PILLS, GORILLA PILLS.

B-BOMB: benzedrine inhaler.

BEAN: (l capsule of a drug.

BEAUTIFUL: great, awe-inspiring, exciting.

BEDBUGS: fellow addicts.

BEEN HAD: arrested; burned.

BEHIND ACID: using LSD. INTO ACID.

BEHIND JUICE: using alcohol.

BE-IN: a collection of people meeting for a
specific purpose as a love-in, study-in, etc.

BELLADONNA ALKALOIDS: atropine,
scopalamine, stramonium and hyocyamine. Drugs
obtained from Deadly Nightshade, Henbane,
Jimsonweed, Datura, etc. all of which are potent
physiologically and produce bizarre mental effects.
Added to acid to intensify and prolong effects or
taken alone. This practice is dangerous since
thorazine administered under such circumstances
to bring a patient down might prove fatal.
HORROR DRUGS, WITCHES BREW, GREEN
DRAGO T, DEATH TRIP.

BELTED: under the int1uence of narcotics.

BENACTYZINE: tranquilizer in low doses and a
potent hallucinogen in high doses. SOUND,
D.M.Z., SAM,]B3I3.

BENDER: drug orgy.

BENDING AND BOWING: under the influence of
drugs.

BENNIES: benzedrine tablets.

BENT OUT OF SHAPE: under the influence of
LSD.

BIG MAN: top person in drug ring.

BINDLE: small amount of narcotics packaged in a
folded paper or glassine envelope.

BINGLE: supplier of drugs.

BINGO: to inject drugs.

BIZ: equipment to inject drugs.

BLACK RUSSIAN: dark potent form of hashish.

BLACKS AND WHITES: police cars.

BLANKS: non-narcotic sold as a narcotic i.e. milk,
sugar. DUMMY, TURKEY, LEMONADE.

BLAST: a quick strong effect from a drug. Also a
party (BEER BLAST).

BLAST PARTY: group gathered to smoke
marijuana.

BLAST A STICK: to smoke a marijuana cigarette.

BLASTED: under the influence of drugs.

BLOW A STICK: smoke a marijuana cigarette.

BLOW THE MIND: render out of contact with
reality (possibly psychotic); drastically aIter the
consciousness. Commonly from drugs but not
always.

BLOWING SNOW; nasal use of cocaine.
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BLOW YOUR COOL: become angry, lose controL
Opposite is KEEP YOUR COOL.

BLUE VELVET: paregoric and pyribenzamine
taken by vein. Also elixer terpin hydrate, codeine
and pyribenzamine mainlined.

BOBO BUSH: marijuana.

BODY DRUG: one that depresses consciousness
and induces physical addiction such as heroin,
barbiturates, alcohol.

BOGART A JOINT: let joint hang loosely in
mouth without smoking it (in style of the late
Humphrey Bogart with cigarette). Usually used in a
negative way h "Don't Bogart that joint." Not to
pass a joint.

BUFOTENINE: chemical isolated from skin of
certain toads which raises blood pressure and
produces hallucination. Also found in some plants
and a few mushrooms but not in bananas as
recently claimed.

BOMBITA: vial of amphetamine. Mixture of
heroin, speed, and tuinal (barbiturate).

BOO-BOO: priest in Neo-American Church.

BOOK: The P.D.R. (Physician's Desk Reference)
which specifies doses and reactions of legal drugs.
Also prostitute's clientele.

BOOST: steal. BEAT, RIP-OFF.

BOOSTER: added dose taken to prolong tr~p.

BOOT: (an au t a -erotic masturbatory-like
experience) to feed blood back and forth into the
WORKS once heroin is partiallY injected into the
vein to obtain a more lasting effect.

BOSS: great, good.

BOTTLE: large quantity of drugs, usually 1000
caps or tabs. JAR, JUG. BOTTLE DEALER is a
dealer of bottles. JAR DEALER.
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BOTTOM-OUT: to hit rock bottom before
rebounding and starting to improve or kick a habit
(i.e. drugs, alcohol).

BREAD: money.

BREWERY: place where drugs arc made,
processed or sold.

BRING DOWN: something that mutes a high as
food or an unwelcome person (noun). To abort a
trip with or without medication (verb).

BROAD: a woman.

BROWN: Mexican heroin which is brown rather
than the usual white that comes from Europe.

BUG: pester, annoy.

BULL: policeman

BULL HORROR: fear of fuzz. PARANOIA.

BUM TRIP: bad or upsetting drug experience,
often characterized by fear or panic. BUMMER,
BUM BEND, DOWN TRIP.

BURN ARTIST: seller of drugs thaLlre not what
they are said to be.

BURNED: cheated in drug purchase; recognition
of enforcement official so effectiveness destroyed
as undercover agent.

BURNED OUT: junkie who has kicked the habit;
vessels sclerosed from injections.

BUSTED: arrested. DROPPED, COLLARED,
BATTED-OUT.

BUTTON: slice of peyote cactus.

BUY: evidential purchase of illicit drug by
undercover agent; supervised purchase by informer
(verb) .

BUY DRUGS: SCORE, COP, CONNECT.



BUZZ: early feelings at onset of marijuana high;
pleasant high (without hallucinations) from any
drug or alcohoL As verb) to try to buy drugs.

"C": cocaine.

CABALLO: heroin.

CACTUS: peyote cactus.

CHILL: to ignore or brush-off; refuse to sell drugs
to suspected buyer.

CHIP: use heroin in small amount or occasionally.

CHIPPING: infrequent use of heroin or other
opiate. EXPERIMENTING, DABBLING, SMALL
HABIT, WEEKEND HABIT, SUNDAY HABIT,
MICKEY-MOUSE HABIT, ICE-CREAM HABIT,
PEPSI COLA HABIT.

CHIPPY: potential addict, not yet hooked.
CAN: car. SHORT, WHEELS.

CANCELED STICK: tobacco cigarette emptied of
contents and refilled with marijuana.

CANDY: cocaine.

CHUCKS: hunger
PEPPERMINT
HUNGRIES.

that follows smoking pot.
CANDY JAG, MUNCHIES,

CAP: drug in capsule form. Empty No.5 geletin
capsules for filling with a drug.

CAPPING: filling of capsules with drugs.

CARGO: supply of drugs.

CATNIP: scented herb used for cutting grass
(stretcher or filler). Sometimes sold as pot to naive.
Alleged to be slightly hallucinogenic for some
susceptible individuals but if so it must yield only a
low high.

CAT: any male; male who IS cool or with it; a
swinger; a dude, stud or jim.

CATCH UP: withdraw from drugs.

CENT: one dollar's worth of drugs.

CHAMP: user who won't reveal source of illegal
drugs even with heat.

CHARGED UP: under the effects of narcotics.

CHASING THE BAG: hustling for best possible
heroin.

CHEMICAL PROMISCUITY: multiple drug use.
MULTIHABITATION, PAN·ADDICTION.

CHICK: girl. FLIPPED·OUT CHICK is a crazy girl.

CIBA: Doriden (glutethamide), nonbarbiturate
sedative, made by Ciba company. D., C.B.

CLEAN: no drugs on person when arrested; free
of all drugs; also pot without seeds or stems.
MANICURED.

CLEAN HEAD: not under influence of drugs.

CLEAN UP: stop using drugs. CLEAR UP.

CLEAN UP YOUR HEAD: abstain from drugs.

COASTING: light sleep following heroin rush,
often with nodding.

COCAINE: COKE, SNOW, HAPPY-POWDER,
CHARLIE, HAPPY-DUST, POGO-POGO, C-DUST,
STARDUST, BOUNCING POWDER, GIN, BIG-C,
CANDY, BERNICE, CHOLLY, GIRL, GOLD
DUST. GOOFY DUST -- powdered cocaine for
snorting.

CODEINE: POP, SCHOOLBOY.

COKED·UP: under the influence of cocaine.

COLD TURKEY: abruptly withdrawing from
heroin without taking any medication to relieve
the abstinence syndrome or withdrawal illness.
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COMBINATIONS: mixtures of two or more drugs.
At present the usual basic ingredient is LSD to
which is added any of the following contaminants:
speed, sernyl, heroin, opium, strychnine, cocaine,
atropine, belladonna, stramonium, STP, DMT,
mescaline, etc. Also called SALADS. Their
composition is usually unknown and even these
street names don't indicate ingredients. Following
are current street names of these mixtures (some
may be pure acid but it is impossible to tell now).
Pure ones are RIGHTEOUS and adulterated ones
are DIRTY, SALADS, COMBINATIONS. BLUE
HAZE, BLUE CAPS, GREEN SWIRL, PURPLE
TABS, BLACK FLATS, GREEN DOTS, PURPLE
HAZE, BLACK ACID, YELLOW FLATS, BROWN
DOTS, BLUE SPLASH, ORANGE SUNSHINE,
ORANGE BLOSSOM, ORANGE WEDGE,
STRAWBERRY FIELD, STRAWBERRY ACID,
RED DIMPLE, ORANGE DOUBLE DIMPLE,
BLUE SMEAR, PAPER ACID, LOVE, LOVE
SAVES, WHITE LIGHTNING, PEACE PILL, LBj
STAY AWAY, PRODUCT IV, CUPCAKES,
GREENDOMES, LET SUNSHINE DO, PURPLE
OZOLINE, PURPLE BARRELS, GRAPE
PARFAIT, PEPPERMINT SWIRLS, YELLOW
(PINK, ORANGE, PURPLE) WEDGES, YELLOW
DIMPLES, BLUE CHEER, BLUE FLAT, BLUE
DOUBLEDOME, CHOCOLATE-CHIP. SEE LSD.

COME DOWN: return to normal state after being
high on a drug; lose effects of a drug. COME
HOME,LAND.

COMMUNE: group with similar philosophy and
life style living together and supporting each other.
ENCLAVE.

CON: to fool, deceive or swindle.

CONNECT: cop a fix.

CONNECTION: street peddler of narcotics; source
of supply.

CONTACT HIGH: turning on by coming in
contact and interacting emphathetically with
someone already high on a drug; becoming high
from being in a small unventilated room where pot
is being smoked without actually smoking it.

COOL: smart, knowledgeable in ways of drug
scene, etc.; safe. GROOVY.

COOK: chemist in clandestine lab making illegal
drugs; to mix and heat heroin and water for
injection.

COOK UP A PILL: to smoke opium.

COP: acquire, take, buy.

CO-PILOTS: amphetamines.

COP SICKNESS: anxiety experienced while
waiting for next fix; premature withdrawal
symptoms.

COP TO: admit to something.

COP OUT: give up, drop out of drug scene,
society, etc.

COPE: handle self effectively while high.

CORAL: chloral hydrate (non-barbituric sedative).
JOY JUICE. Also see MICKEY FINN.

CORINE: cocaine.

CORTEX TAPPING: RAPPING, RIFFING.

COUNT: the quantity or purity of a drug.

COURAGE PILLS:. barbiturates.

CRACK A BENNIE: crack open benzedrine
inhaler (or other type) to get drug impregnated
wick for use.

CRACKING SHORTS: stealing cars.

CRANK BUGS: imaginary insects on skin while
speeding.

CRANKING: usmg speed (CRANK) repeatedly.

SPEEDING.

CRAPS HEROIN: to crash.

CRASH: enter somebody's apartment or pad to
sleep; fall asleep; come down hard from a high.
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CRASH PAD: facility run by non-professionals to
treat bum trips by talking-down method. Street
level operation to care for trippers right off the
street without hassling them or informing
authorities, either parental, academic, or police. A
crisis center for the care of bummers.

CRAZY: enjoyable, exciting, great.

CREEP: addict who obtains drug by begging,
loaning needle,. etc. mther than by hustling.
GREASY JUNKIE. Also an obnoxious person.

CROAKER: doctor who sells illegal drugs or
writes prescriptions for them. HACK.

CROWD: a heavy or fat addict (usual addict IS

thin).

CRUMBS: money (smail change).

CRUTCH: a device used for holding shortened
butt of a marijuana cigarette.

CRYSTAL PALACE: place where speed
(amphetamine) is shot (injected).

CRYSTALS: speed in powder form.

CUBES: LSD.

CUT: dilute drugs by adding inert substance to it
(i.e. quinine to heroin or oregano to pot).
STRETCH.

CYCLAZOCINE: narcotic antagonist being tried
for heroin addiction. CYC.

D: Doriden (glutethamide), non-barbiturate
sedative. CIBA.

DABBLE: to take small amounts of drugs on an
irregular basis.

DARVON: non-opiate analgesic abused by some.
PINKS, RED & GRAYS.

DEAL: sen narcotics to addicts.

DEAL IN WEIGHT: sell large amounts of drugs.
REAVY DEALING.

DECK: a small packet of narcotics, usually
morphine.

DEMEROL: synthetic opiate which has replaced
morphine due to fewer side effec~s. Does not
constrict the pupils. Favorite drug of addiction by
doctors and nurses rather than heroin.
MEPERIDINE, PETHIDINE.

DESTROYED: exhausted or worn out from
chronic use of drugs. WASTED.

D.E.T.: variant of D.M.T.

DEXAMYTAL: green hornets; a barbiturate.

DHARMA: right to do; a proper way of life for an
individual.

DIG: to enjoy, appreciate, understand.

DIGGERS: hippie group which gives aid to other
hippies (Le. providing food, etc.).

DILAUDID: opiate stronger than morphine with
fewer side effects. Effective by mouth as well as by
injection. DILLIES.

DILL: a plant of the parsley family alleged to
produce mild stimulation and euphoria. See Z.N.A.

DIME BAG: ten dollar purchase of narcotics.

DIPPlE: former hippie who dropped out of
movement and into straight society.

DIRTY: possessing drugs when busted or
searched. HEELED, HOLDING, CARRYING.
Marijuana containing seeds and stems.
UNMANICURED.

pITRAN: piperidyl benzilate. A potent
hallucinogen producing catatonia, auditory
hallucinations and psychoses. J .B.-239.
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D.M.A.: a synthetic amphetamine.

D.M.D.A.: synthetic amphetamine.

D.M.T.: Very short acting (30 min.)
hallucinogenic drug related to LSD but milder.
Easily synthesized and similar to psilocin. Parsley
soaked in it and then eaten or smoked. Known as
the BUSINESSMAN'S PSYCHEDELIC MARTINI
or BUSINESSMAN'S TRIP. COMM'UTING taking
D.M.T. See also D.E.T., D.P.T.

DOING DRUGS: taking drugs.

DOLLS: barbiturates and arnphetammcs (from
"Valley of the Dolls").

DOLLY: methadone, a synthetic opiate used in
treating heroin withdrawal and addiction.
DOLOPHINE, METHADONE.

D.O.E.: synthetic amphetamine.

D.O. E. T.: synthetic amphetamine which IS

analogous to S.T.P. and very potent.

DOMINO: purchase drugs.

DOPE: originally referred to opiates and cocaine.
Now means any illicit drug.

DOPE FIEND: originally meant opium or cocaine
addict. Now may refer to an inveterate user of any
illegal drug. DOPER.

DOTTING: dropping a drop of a.cid on paper (i.e.
blue splash).

DOWNER: tranquilizer or barbiturate.
BACKWARDS.

DOWN WITH SOMEONE: share a bag or a
confidence.

DO YOUR OWN THING: doing what one enjoys;
doing what one feels is right or necessary for one's
happiness or peace of mind.

D.P.T.: variant of D.M.T.

DRAG: dull, boring event, thing or person.

DREAMER: morphine user.

DROP: swallow pill or capsule. POP, DROP A
CAP.

DROPPED: to be arrested.

DROP A DIME: call the police to inform against
others.

DRUGGIES: students who experiment with a
wide variety of drugs.

DRY OUT: to detoxify or withdraw from drug or
alcohol.

DUMMY: a bag of non-narcotic ,powder sold as
narcotics.

DUST: cocaine.

DUSTING: mixing heroin, opium, DMT, etc. with
marijuana for a joint.

DYKE: feroak homosexual, lesbian.

DYNAMITE: a great event, thing or happening.
OUT OF SIGHT. Also potent or Ulncut heroin.

EGO GAMES: Deprecatory term applied to social
or business activities of the square world.

EIGHTH: eighth of an ounce of heroin.

ELECTRIC: excrtmg, scintillating, mindblowing.
Influenced by or containing a psychedelic drug as
in electric kool-aid.

ELECTRIC KOOL-AID: punch contammg LSD
frequently served at ACID TESTS.

ENLIGHTENED COOKING: use of pot in recipes
(i.e. hot pot fudge, Alice B. Toklas brownies, grass
spaghetti sauce, Mary Jane cookies, apple turn-on,
etc.).
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ESTABLISHMENT: those of you who are over 30
years old and members of the decadent
menopausal generation that is not to be trusted.
Welcome to the group!

EXPLORER'S CLUB: circle of acid users.

EYE DROPPER: medicine dropper used with
hypodermic needle as a makcshift syringe.

EYE OPENERS: amphetamines.

FACTORY: secret place where illegal drugs arc
processed for sale; equipment for injecting drugs.

FAG: male homosexual. FAGGOT.

FAKE A BLAST: pretend to be high from a drug
when no drug was taken.

FALL: to be arrested.

FALLING OUT: falling asleep. ON THE NOD.

FAR OUT: bizarre, unusual, avant-garde. WAY
OUT.

FEDERAL BEEF: federal offense.

FEED BAG: container of narcotics.

FEED STORE: place where narcotics can be
bought.

FEED YOUR HEAD: take drugs.

FEED THE MONKEY: maintain a drug habit,
especially heroin.

FI N K: one who gives information to the
authorities or gives up to the establishment.

FIREPLACE RITUAL: verbal dressing down m
presence of all residents. Synanon term.

FIX: injection of drug, usually heroin. JOLT,
SHOT, JOB, CHARGE, WAKE-UP.

FLAKEY: a little abnormal mentalily or
emotionally but not really psychotic.
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FLAP: fuss or commotion about something.

FLASH: pleasurable sensation following injection
of drug such as heroin or speed. RUSH, SPLASH,
FLUSH.

FLASHBACK: recurrence of drug reaction (acid,
pot) weeks-months latcr without taking drug again.
RECURRENCE, ECHO, FREE TRIP, RETURN
TRIP..

FLASHING: inhaling volatile solvents as glue, etc.
GLUE SNIFFING, HUFFING, GASSING.

FLAT TIME: prison sentence without chance of
parole,

FLEA POWDER: poor quality or inferior heroin.

FLIP: express unusually strong cmotion; exhibit
psychotic behavior; to become unduly excited or
psyched up.

FLIP OUT: to have psychotic reaction to drug;
lose control or develop anxiety. To have a mystical
experience through drugs, yoga, meditation, etc.

FLOWER CHILDREN (PEOPLE): youths who
have dropped out of conventional society and
practice free love, free drugs, free food, communal
living, ctc. They seek God, peace, love,
nonmateriaIism and noncompetitiveness. Not all of
them necessarily use drugs.

FLOWER POWER: use of love rather than force
to effect change in man and society.

FLUNK OUT: to start using stronger drugs than
formerly. GRADUATE.

FLY AGARIC: hallucinogenic mushroom
containing bufotenine.

FLYING: extremely high on a drug.

FORWARD: amphetamines.

FOURS: number 4 empirin compound (l grain
codeine).
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FRANTIC: nervous, jittery, desperate.

FREAK: one who uses a drug intensely (i.e. speed
freak, acid freak, freon freak). Also one intensely
interested in non-drug activity (i.e. car freak).

FREAK HOUSE: where speeders congregate to
shoot. FLASH HOUSE.

FREAK OUT: lose contact with reality; wild or
unusual behavior; have fun; change something
radically, become temporarily deranged from a
drug. Also to surprise or alarm (i.e. freak out my
parents).

FREAKY: weird, strange.

FREON: a refrigerant. Also used as a propellant
for many aerosols. Intoxicating when inhaled and
sometimes fatal. It may produce asphyxiation or
cardiac irregularities.

FREON FREAK: user of freon. FROST FREAK.

FRINGIES= non-students who hang around
students or hippie groups without actually being
part of the group.

FRISCO SPEEDBALL: cocaine, LSD, and heroin.

FRONT: false display of respectability (not
genuine) as conventional clothing being worn by
hippy for effect on the establishment. Also lending
money for a purchase.

FRUIT SA LAD: teenager's ga me where
participants take a pill from each different botde
in medicine cabinet. GRAB BAG.

FULL MOON: large slice of peyote cactus.

F.U.K.: hallucinogenic drug, possibly a form of
S.T.P.

FUNKY: distasteful and unattractive or really
neat, depending on the attitude of the user.

FUZZ: police.

GAME: conventional attitude or behavior; order
of structured society; group therapy session
(Daytop, Synanon, etc.).

GARBAGE HEAD: one who win take any drug
offered without knowing or caring what it is.

GAS (GASSER): supreme or super experience;
unusually pleasing thing.

GASSED-OUT: overcome by unusual experience
be it amusing, beautiful, exciting, etc.

GA¥: homosexuaL li'AG.

G.B.'s: goof balls, barbiturates, usually Doriden.

GEEZE: injection of a drug.

GERONIMO: drink of alcohol with barbiturates.

GET UP: to take drugs and notice an effect. GO
UP, TAKE OFF, LIFT UP.

GIG: or~ginally a performance by a musical group.
Now ajob, profession, or any activity.

GIMMICKS: equipment for injecting drugs,
especially heroin,

GLOBETROTTER: one who contacts aU pushers
in area looking for best heroin.

GLUE-SNIFFING: inhalation of any volatile
solvent that intoxicates as quick drying glue,
Carbona, turpentine, gasoline, nail polish remover,
freon, etc. GASSING, HUFFING, FLASHING.
GLUEY: one who sniffs glue. GLUEHEAD. WAD
or GLAD RAG: cloth saturated with solvent and
held to nose for sniffing.

GETTING ON: taking drugs. USING, GOING-UP.

GOODS: drugs.

GOOFED·UP: under the influence of goofballs
(harbiturates) originally; now indudes pot, etc.
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GOOFING: behavior in unusual or drunk fashion
after taking goofballs; the playing of mind games
when stoned.

GO-UP: to experience onset of drug intoxkation.

GOW HEAD: narcotic addict.

GRAB: to impress, appeal, sujt, (i.e. "How does
that grab you?").

GRAVOL: hallucinogenic antihistamine used III

Canada and England.

GROSS: repulsive, crass, undesirable.

GROOVE: concentrate intensely on an object or
activity with great pleasure (i.e. grooving on grass).

GROOVY: swinging, with it, extremely enjoyable
(i.e. a "real groovy cat").

GROUNDMAN: one who remains straight during
an acid party to care for the trippers. BABY
SITTER, GUIDE, TOUR GUIDE, CO-PILOT,
GROUND CONTROL.

GUN: hypodermic needle for injecting heroin.

GURU: Hindu teacher, hippie leader, one whose
ideas or philosophies are greatly admired or
esteemed.

GUT LEVEL: deep emotionally.

"H": heroin.

HABIT: chronic use of drugs equated in terms of
money needed to maintain it (Le. a $60 habit is the
daily use of $60 worth of heroin). See CHIPPING
for small habit.

HACK: prison guard.

HACK IT: to tolerate something (i.e. I can hack
it). The negative is, "I can,'t hack it."

HAG: addict with a large habit.

HAIRCUT: Daytop Village or Synanon term for
severe verbal reprimand given to erring member of
family by one of the older members. If offense is
severe enough his head may be shaved in addition
to the dressing-down.

HAIRY: difficult, rough.

HAND TO HAND: person-to-person delivery of
drugs (no unknown people, no middleman).

HANGUP: uncomfortable idea or habit, thing that
is bugging one.

HAND UP: to withdraw from drugs.

HAPPENING: the action at the moment;
meaningful event.

HARD STUFF (HARD DRUGS): true narcotics
(opiates) and cocaine. Should probably include
barbiturates also. Referred to as BODY DRUGS.

HARMINE: hallucinogenic alkaloid from South
American vine. May be fatal.

HASHBURY: contraction of words
Haight-Ashbury.

HASHISH: s,ee marijuana. HASH.

HASSLE: argument; unpleasant situation. Verb
means to bother, annoy> argue.

HAND C: hot and cold (hero.in and cocaine
together).

HAY: hashish.

HEAD: chronic user of drug, for example,
acidhead (LSD), pothead (marijuana), A-he-<nd
(amphetamines).

HEAD DRUGS (SOFT DRUGS): non-depressant
drugs as hallucinogens that stimulate nervous
system and don't produce physical addiction (i.e.
pot, acid, speed).
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HEAD SHOP: store specializing ill items of
interest to the drug subculture.

HEAD SHRINKER: psychiatrist. SHRINK.

HEARTS: amphetamines.

HEAT: police pressure, administration pressure
(school).

HEAVY: important, impressive, significant. A
strong drug, for example, heavy grass. Doing a lot
of something as heavy dealing, heavy into drugs.

HEAVY DRUGS: cocaine, heroin. HARD, BODY
DRUGS.

HEIFER DUST: baloney; b.s.

HEROIN: JUNK, H, HORSE, HARRY, HELEN,
WHITE STUFF, GOODS, SHIT, SMACK,
MERCHANDISE, STUFF, POISON, SCAG, SCAT,
ANTI· FREEZE.

Ho w used: SNORTING- nasa] use,
SKINPOPPING-subcutaneous use,
MAINLINING-intravenenous use.
BREAKING-IN: starting one to use heroin.
CRAP, GARBAGE, LEMONADE, BLANK,
FLEA POWDER, LIPTON TEA,
DUMMY: weak or heavj]y cut heroin. May be
mostly inert filler (STRETCHER) as quinine,
milk sugar, etc. without much heroin at all.
DYNAMITE: re atively undiluted high
potency heroin. DYNO, BOMB.
How purchased: DEUCE-$2 bag; TRES-$3
bag; NICKLE BAG-$5 worth in envelope;
DIME BAG-$IO worth; EIGHTH-liB oz.;
PIECE·! ounce; KEY-2 kilogram, 2.2 lbs.;
HALF-LOAD-I5 bags; BUNDLE-package of
25 $5 bags; BAG-measure of drug in glassine
envelope or folded paper; BINDLE-packet of
drugs; BALLOON-smaIl packet of drugs;
BIRDS EYE-tiny quantity of drug;
GRAM-approximately 10 capsules.
CAN: old term for I ounce of morphine.
CAP: gelatin capsule of drug.
DECK: folded paper of drug or a packet.
PAPER: folded piece of paper containing
drug.

HOT SHOT: poison in place of heroin such as
strychnine or Ajax cleaner or unexpectedly
strong undiluted heroin which is an
unsurvivable dose. RAT POISON.
CUTTING: diluting heroin before sale with
m ilk sugar (lactose), quinine, procall1c,
methypyrilate, etc.
CHASING THE BAG: hustling for heroin.
See also BOMBITA, SPEEDBALL and
MAINLINING.

HIGH: intoxicated from drugs or liquor.
STONED, ZONKED, LOADED, SMASHED,
BENT, GONE·UP, FLYING HIGH, BOMBED,
BOXED, TORN- UP, BLOCKED, RIPPED,
FLOATING, BLASTED, WAY-OUT, SPACED,
S P ACED-O UT, WINGING, CHARGED-UP,
BELTED, GROOVING, WASTED, BLITZED.
Classified as body high or head Iligh in accordance
with effects perceived during the high state.

HIP: aware; in the know; informed; tuned-in.

HIPPIE: dropout from society who refuses to
accept and adopt the values and mode of life of the
Establishment.

HIT: arrest; rob; purchase drugs; find a vcm;
smoke a joint; one dose of a particular drug.

HITTING THE STUFF: to have been under the
influence of narcotics.

HOOKED: physically addicted to drug (i.e.
heroin, barbiturates, alcohol, minor tranquilizers,
etc.).

HOLDING: having drugs on person when busted
or frisked. DIRTY, HEELED, CARRYING.

HOLDING YOUR MUG: keeping a secret.

HONEST: uncut drug. RIGHTEOUS.

HONEYMOON: period when heroin user not yet
addicted. VIRGIN STATE.

HOOKAH: water pipe. BUBBLY-BUBBLY,
NARGHILE.
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HOOKER: prostitute, street walker.

HOP HEAD: drug addict.

HOPE FIEND: one who looks for a free fix.

HORN: the telephone.

HORNING: to sniff narcotics through the nose.

HORROR DRUG: one of the belladonna
alkaloids.

HORSE: heroin.

HOT: wanted by fuzz, stolen goods.

HOT HEROIN OR HOT SHOT: poisoned heroin
or unsurvivably high percentage of heroin, usually
sold to someone suspected of informing and
intended to kill.

HOT SEAT: chair in which member of Daytop
Village or Synanon is seated during encounter
therapy for infraction of rules.

HUSTLE: pursue women, money or fame. Work
hard to accomplish something. To obtain money
for drugs by thievery, prostitution, pimping, etc.

HUSTLER: one who hustles; a go-getter.

HYDROCODONE: synthetic codeine.
DIHYDROCODEINONE, HYKE, HYCODAN.

HYPE: one who uses drugs by vein.

ICE CREAM HABIT: small irregular drug habit.

I FI F; International Foundation for Internal
Freedom founded by Leary for experimenting with
LSD, etc.

ILL OR SICK: having withdrawal symptoms.

IN: belonging to or accepted by a group.

INFORMER: FINK, SNITCHER,
DIME-DROPPER.

INHALERS: glue and other volatile solvents
(delerients).

INJECT DRUGS: SHOOT, HIT, BINGO.

INNER SPACE: one's innermost self; physical
recesses of mind believed affected by drugs.

INTO: being involved in (i.e. "He is into acid
now"}. BEHIND.

IN TRANSIT: on an acid trip.

JAB: to inject drugs.

JAIL: JOINT, COOLER, IRON HOUSE. To be in
jail: BOXED, LOCKED UP, SLAMMED ON ICE.
To be out of jail: SWEET, FRESH, FRESH AND
SWEET, ON THE BRICKS. To arrest: BUST, HIT,
GRAB, CLIP, NAIL.

j AMMlNG: to blow your cool, at a loss for words.

JITTERBUGGING: gang fighting.

JIVE: to lie or cheat. As noun - lies, baloney.

JOB: an injection of a drug. FIX.

JOBBER: one who stores drugs in bulk and
supplies the pusher.

JOHN: person who does not use drugs. Client of
prostitutes.

JOINT: marijuana cigarette. STICK, REEFER.

JOY POPPING: intermittent use of heroin for
kicks without being addicted.

JOY POWDER: heroin.

JUICE: alcohol, liquor. SAUCE.

jUICEHEAD: alcoholic.

JUG: to stab

JUGGED: to be arrested.
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JUNK: heroin.

JUNKIE: heroin addict.

KARMA: alleged aura, radiations or vibrations
given off by a person. May be good or bad. Also
one's life as determined by fate.

KEEP THE LID ON: control or contain things.

KEEP IT ON ICE: to keep a secret.

KEG: a supply of 25,000 caps or tablets of
amphetamines, etc.

KEY: a kilogram (2.2 Ibs.} of any drug
compressed into brick form.

KICK: break a habit. KICK THE HABIT, BREAK
THE NEEDLE. See also WATERING-OFF.

KING-KONG PILLS: barbiturates or Doriden.

KIT: equipment for injecting drugs, usually
heroin.

LAY IT ON: attempt to force your thing or
thinking on another; forceful arguing.

LAYOUT: equipment for injecting drugs.

LAME: un-hip, not street-wise, dumb, subscribes'
to middle and upper-class morality.

LAND: come down easily from trip. Opposite of
CRASH.

LEMAR: group advocating the legalization of
marijuana.

LEMONADE: grossly inferior heroin.

LET IT ALL HANG OUT: level with somebody,
speak freely hiding nothing.

LID: the size of a standard marijuana transaction,
usually an ounce.

LID POPPERS: amphetamines.

LIFT: temporary respite from post-speed spree
depression.

LIGHT STUFF: non-opiate and non-cocaine drugs
such as pot, acid, ctc. SOFT DRUGS, HEAD
DRUGS.

LIPPIE: a hippie preoccupied with putting down
straight society through debate, activism, etc.

LIT UP: under the influence of drugs.

LITTLE PEOPLE: 8-10 year old children who
hang out on the periphery of gangs, hippy enclaves,
etc., but are not really part of the group.
TEENYBOPPERS.

LOAD: bulk sale of heroin, 30 - $3 bags; HALF
LOAD: 15 - $3 bags.

LOCKED UP: imprisoned or hospitalized.

LONG RUN: on the street, using drugs for a long
LEANING ON DRUGS: dependent on a drug time.
(habituation or addiction).

LONG TALK: gift of a bag.
LEAPING: under the influence of narcotics.

LOOSE: relaxed.
L.B.J.: a piperdyl compound which is
hallucinogenic. Not the same as L.B.J. Stay Away.
J.B. - 336 and T.W.A.

LEGAL HIGH: trip from over-the-counter item
not requiring a prescription such as amyl nitrite,
Sominex, Contac, nutmeg.

LOOSE IN THE HEAD: disturbed mentally or
emotionally. FLAKEY.

LOUSED UP: covered with scars, sloughs,
abscesses, etc. from skinning and mainlining.
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LSD: ACJD, CUBE, 25, BIG D, HAWK, CHIEF,
BLUE, OWSLEYS, BLACK TABS, GREEN
SWIRLS, BLUE DOTS, PURPLE FLATS, WHITE
SANDOZ, BEAST, CRACKERS, COFFEE, etc.
Hallucinogenic derivative of lysergic acid, an
alkaloid found in the rye fungus ergot (Claviceps
purpura). Chemical name of LSD is d-]yser-gic acid
diethylamide tartrate 25. LSD-"love, security and
devotion."

Some COMBINA TIONS: window glass,
contact lens, Hawaiian sunshine, California
sunshine, squirrels, sky river, quick-silver, clear
dot, purple microdot, double blue dome. See
COMBINATIONS for other street names. ONE
WAY HIT: single tablet for one trip. SINGLE
HIT. TWO WAY HIT: single scored tablet will
trip two people (i.e. double blue dome).
DOUBLE HIT. FOUR WAY HIT: tablet
which is double scored so it can be broken
into four parts, enough micrograms so that
four people can get off.

LSD: League for Spiritual Discovery, a "religion"
founded by Timothy Leary and using LSD,
mescaline, etc. as sacrament.

LYSERGIC ACID: chemical precmsor of LSD
used in its manufacture. Not hallucinogenic itself.
lIlega! to buy now.

L.S.M.: chemical cogener of LSD.

"M": morphine. MORPH.

M99 :etorphine. Very potent opiate for animal use
only.

MACE: spice derived from nutmeg and slightly
hallucinogenic due to mysticin (elemincin). Used in
prisons mixed with hot water. Also repellant
aerosol lIsed as a defensive weapon in law
enforcement.

MACHINERY: equipment for injecting drugs.

MADE: recognized for what you really are;
identify undercover agent (i.e. he has been made).

MAINLINING: intravenous injection of drugs,

commonly heroin and speed. BANGING,
JABBING, JOLTING, SPLASHING,
SHOOTING-UP, TAKJNG·OFF, GETTING-OFF,
GEEZING, DRJLLING, HITTING.

Veins used: elbow, hand, foot, leg, neck,
penis (rarely), floor of mouth at base of
tongue.
Location where done: PAD, SHOOTING
GALLERY, CRYSTAL PALACE.
Apply tourniquet to arm: DO-UP, TIE-UP.
GIVE WINGS: teach one to mainline.
To find and inject vein: HIT.
Aspirating blood to prove in vein: BACK UP,
BACKTRACK, REGISTER.
SHOOTING GRAVY: reinjection of blood
and heroin left in syringe (may have to heat).
BOOTING: aspiration of blood, injection,
a spiration, injection to prolong effect.
JACKING.
Equipment for mainlining: WORKS, KJT,
ARTILLERY, TOO S, MACHINERY,
GIMMICKS, LAYOUT, OUTFIT, BIZ.
Needle: NAIL, SPIKE, POINT.
Eyedropper (syringe): DRJPPER, GUN.
COLLAR: paper or rubber band around
junction end of dropper and hub of needle.
GASKET.
Spoon or bottle cap for heating and dissolving
junk: COOKER.
To heat and dissolve heroin: COOK.
Cotton for filtration: SATCH COTTON.
Syringe with chrome fittings: SILVER BIKE.
BLOW: to miss the vein.
COTTONHEAD: one who cooks up satch
cot t on when heroin supply 1S gone.
COTIONTOP.
VALLEY: antecubital fossa or inside of bend
of elbow which is a prime site for shooting.
DITCH.

MAKE A MEET: purchase drugs.

MAKE IT: achieve something; inject a drug; buy a
drug; to be with it.

MAKES IT: something that is just good or merely
acceptable but not out of sight or dynamite (i.e.
"That song makes it but it's not out of sight. H

).

MAKE THE TURN: to whhdraw from drugs.
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MAl TAINING: keeping self at a certain level of
drug effect.

M.D.A.: synthetic amphetamine, 3,
4-methylenedioxyamphetamine, which is a potent
ha.llucinogen.. Physical well being with increased
need for interpersonal relationships (i.e. talking,
being with people). LOVE PILL.
M.M.D.A.: synthetic amphetamine.

MAN: general term for addressing a male In

conversation; a narcotic agent.

MA ICURE: clean and prepare marijuana for
rolling cigarettes.

MANDALA: Hindu mystic symbol (often worn
around neck).

MANDREX: combination of pyribenzamine and
quaalude shot in England.

MARATHON E COUNTER: Daytop Village term
for prolonged 24-48 hour encounter group therapy
session held periodically.

MARIJUANA: mild hallucinogen derived from the
Cannabis sativa weed. POT, GRASS, TEA, HEMP,
CA NABIS, ROPE, HAY, WEED, MARYjANE,
GAUGE, GANGSTER, MUGGLES, TEXAS TEA.

Cigarettes: STICK, JOINT, REEFER (old
term). HAPPY CIGARETTE, ROCKET.
STOCK: unusually large number of joints.
PIN: thin stick. BOMB: thick joint. THUMB.
PANATELLA: large strong joint.
Paper for rolling joints: SKIN, PAPER.
Types of paper used: BAMBOO, ZIGZAG,
TOP (pot backwards).
Making ajoint: ROLLING UP.
Pipes: TOKE PIPE -- -small bowl and short
stem. HOOKAHuwater pipe, HUBBLY
BUBBLY, NARGIDLE, CHILLUM, and other
types of foreign pipes.
STEAMBOAT·-cardboard tube (core of toilet
paper roll) used for smoking pot.
User: POTHEAD, TEAHEAD,
GRASSHOPPER.
YOUNGBLOOD: young person just starting to
use grass.
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SMOKING POT: GOOFING, BLOWING
GRASS, TOAK UP (also TOKE), BLOW
STICK or JOINT, BLASTING, GETTING-ON,
TAKING GIGGLE SMOKE, POKING,
PICKING·UP, LIGHTING UP.
ROACH: butt of joint. SNIPE.
CRUTCH: holder for roach. BRIDGE,
ROACH CLIP. JEFFERSON AIRPLANE (or
AIRPLANE) -- paper match split to form a
crutch.
COCKTAIL: conventional cigarette in end of
which is placed roach or hash.
POT LIKKER: beverage of regular tea and
irregular tea (marijuana).
GRASS BROWNIE: brownie to which pot is
added. Also grass muffins, bread, etc.
MAJOON: North African confection made
with marijuana.
DAWAMEST: North African cake made with
marijuana.
POT PARTY: group smoking pot. BLAST
PARTY, TEA PARTY.
MUNCHIES: urge to eat after smoking grass.
HUNGRIES.
Types:

CHARAS (India) and HASHISH (HASH)
from Near and Mid-East--from resin.
HASH is 5-8 times as potent as street pot.
SOLE: flat rectangular package of hash in
bulk (after flatfish).
BHAN G: weakes t form. GANjA,
DAGGA, KIF: between bhang and hash.
CAMBODIAN RED: from Cambodia,
stronger than Amel'ican.
AFRICAN BLACK.
PANAMA RED: from Panama, stronger
than American.
TIAjUANA GREEN, ACAPULCO
GOLD, MICHOACAN, MEXICAN
GREEN and MEXICAN BLUE
D I R T; from Mexico, stronger than
American.
PURPLE SEEDLESS and ICE PACK
(BAG): sold in some areas of this country
but specifications unknown at present.
MANHATTAN SILVER: native type
grown in sewers without sunlight and
consequently silver or pale in
color. Probably a put-on. CHICAGO
GREEN, TENNESSEE BLUE,
KENTUCKY BLUE: native pot.
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GOLD LEAF: good quality marijuana.
SUPERPOT.
HEAVY GRASS (TRIP
GRASS): unusually potent grass or grass
adulterated by adding another drug as
opium, D.M.T., etc.
T.l-I.C. (Tetrahydrocannabinol): synthetic
preparation containing one of the active
ingredients of the Cannabis plant. Tablet
and li.quid preparations. See PARAHEXYL.

QUANTITY:
LID: 1 ounce can, originally Prince Albert
tobacco can used. Makes 50-75 joints.
BOX: originally amount in penny
matchbox (about 1/5 of a lid or can or 1/5
of an ounce). MATCHBOX.
NICKLE BAG: $5 worth uf pot. 1/4 of an
ounce.
DIME BAG: $10 worth of grass or 1/2
ounce.
BAR: compressed block.
L.B. or BALE: pound.
BRICK: kilogram. KEY.
SHORT: loosely packed. LONG: tighdy
packed.
CLEAN: no seeds, stems. MANICURED.
DIRTY: with seeds, stems.
UNMANICURED, ROUGH STUFF.

MASTER KEY: sledge hammer used by agents for
breaking down doors.

MATCHBOX: enough grass ~or 5 to 8 jol,nts.

MEDICAL HYPE: a person accidently addicted
thr ough Ie gitimate medical treatment (i ..e.
morphine).

MELLOW·YELLOW: dried banana fibers for
smoking. Alleged to be hallucinogenic but appears
to be a put-on.

MERCHANDISE: drugs.

MESCALINE: hallucinogenic alkaloid extracted
from peyote cactus or synthesized in laboratory.
Stronger than pot but weaker than acid. In general,
yields same effects as peyote but there is less
nausea and vomiting. MESC.

METHADONE: set; DOLLY.

METHAPYRILINE (HISTADYL): fHler for
cutting heroin,.

METOPON: opiate stronger than morphine and
with fewer side effects.

MICKEY FINN: knockout drops of alcohol and
chloral hydrate.

MIDNIGHT LAB: clandestine lab for making
illegal drugs. KITCHEN LAB.

MICROGRAM: a unit of dosage of some drugs as
LSD. 1/1,000,000th of a gram or 1/1,000th of a
milligram. MCG, MIKE.

MILLIGRAM: 1/I,OOOth of a gram. MG.

MIND BLOWER: pure unadulterated drug; a
RIGHTEOUS drug..

MISS EMMA: morphine.

M.M.D.A.: synthetic amphetami.ne.

MONKEY: -drug habit.

MONKEY OFF THE BACK: heroin habit kicked.

MONKEY ON THE BACK: addicted to heroin.

MONOAMINE OXIDASE (M.A.O.)
INHIBITORS: nervous system stimulants related
to amphetamines and used as mood elevators (i.e.
Nardil, Marplan, Niamil, Parnate, Eutonyl, tc.).
Potent and unpredictable- so dangerous.
Potentiate action of alcohol, amphetamines,
narcotics, sedatives, depressants, antihistamines,
anesthetics and insulin. Deaths have resulted from
its use with such drugs. Some get high and
halJucinate on MAO but very toxic drug.

MOOCH: to beg or leach.

MORNING GLORY: seeds of blue and white
species as Wedding Bells, Heavenly Blue, Flying
Saucers, Pearly Gates, etc. contain a chemical
related to LSD and so have hallucinogenic



properties. Aztecs used such seeds and called them
OLOLIUQUI or TLITUTZEN. Stronger than grass
but weaker tha.n acid. ELSIE'S FRAPPE: milk, ice
cream and seeds.

MORPHINE: one of the original opiates producing
addiction. Now replaced by heroin. WI-liTE
STUFF, HARD STUFF, MORPHO, M, MORPHIE,
DREAMER, M.S., MORPH.

MUGGLES: hashish.

MULE: supplier of drugs.

MUSCLE: to inject drugs intramuscularly.

MUSHROOMS, SACRED: see PSILOCYBIN.

MYRISTICIN: hallucinogenic substance in mace,
nutmeg. ELEMICIN.

NAlLED: to be arrested.

NARCOLAND: world of the user or addict, the
street.

NARCO: narcotics detective.

NATCH TRIP: high produced by natural
substances as mace, nutmeg, peyote, mushrooms,
grass, ett.

NATIVE AMERICAN CHURCH: religious and
healing ritual of some American Indian tribes in
the west in which peyote is legally employed (i.e.
Comm anches, Kiowas, Omahas, Mescalero,
Apaches, etc.).

NEEDLE-HAPPY: not true, confirmed addict.
Intermittent craving for injections with needle but
only a weekend user. Fascinated with
paraphernalia and mystique of mainlining ctllt but
not truly addicted. SPIKE·HAPPY.

N EMBUT AL: yellow jackets, nemmles, a
barbiturate.

N EO-AMERICAN CHURCH: "religion" being
pushed by Leary with drugs as sacraments.

NICKEL BAG: $5.00 bag of narcotic or
manJuana.

NITTY-GRITTY: truth, basic or fundamental
facts. Reality underlying what appears on surface.

NIRVANA: oblivion, paradise, final freeing of
soul from aU that enslaves it, supreme happiness
with all hatred and delusions eliminated.

NOLUDAR: methypryloll, a piperidine.
Non-barbituric sedative. ROCHE.

NON-USER OF DRUGS: SQUARE, JOHN,
BROWN SHOES, DO-RIGHTER.

NUTMEG: dried seeds of East Indian evergreen
tree used as spice. Can produce euphoria and high
said to be similar to that from pot. Used by
inmates of prisons and sailors. Active ingredient is
MYRISTICIN (ELEMICIN).

OBTAINING DRUGS: SCORING,
CONNECTING, COPPING, HITTING.

0.0.: overdose of drug. OVERjOLT, OVERAMP,
FLATTENED,jAMMED UP, FALL OUT.

OLD LADY: common law wife in communal
ljving. Involved male is OLD MAN.

ON DRUGS: see TAKING DRUGS.

ON THE NOD: under the influence of drugs (i.e.
sleepy from heroin, dreamy state from heroin).
FALLING OFF.

OPIUM: dried juice from the opium poppy and
the basic ingredient from which morphine and
heroin are processed. Smoked by the Chinese for
years and brought to this country in the 19th
century. Used in some patent medicines. Recently
plain opium has become popular with some
students for smoking. A true narcotic or opiate.
Made into a ball, placed on screen or mesh in
bottom of pipe and smoked. Also called POPPY,
BLACK STUFF, TAR, PEN YEN, BROWN
STUFF. COOKING: heating opium to form it into
a ball for smoking or heating with water to shoot.



COOK UP A PILL. TOXY: small container of
opium. YEN HOCK: opium pipe.
YEN-SEE: opium ash. YEN-SEE SUEY: opium
wine. O.J. or OPIUM JOINT: opium may be
added to marijuama. BROWN HASH: alleged to
be a form of opium. GONG: opium pipe. GONG
BEA TER: opium smoker. CHASING THE
DRAGON: method of inhaling opium fumes
through paper tube (QUILL). PING PONG
BALLS: small balls of opium for smoking. LAY
DOWN: place where opium is smoked.

OREGA 0: herb resembling marijuana and used
to cut pot. Inactive--an inert filler or stretcher.

OUTFIT: equipment for injecting drugs, especially
heroin.

OUT OF IT: not part of drug scene, not in contact
with things, out of sorts.

OUT OF SIGHT: superb, too good to be believed,
can't be described by words.

OVERAMP: see 0.0.

OWSLEY: original acid made by underground
chemist Augustus Stanley Owsley III, said to be
pure and potent.

PAD: room, apartment or house (not necessarily
associated with drugs).

PANIC: scarcity of drugs due to shutting off of
supply. FAMINE. Also user's anxiety as
withdrawal symptoms commence.

PAPER HANGING: forging checks to obtain
money for a habit.

PARANOIA: constant fear of being busted or
being watched by fuzz; occupational hazard of
drug user. FUZZ FEAR.

PARAHEXYL: semisynthetic extract of cannabis
plant prepared from oil or resin. More potent than
street pot. Used in experimental work on
marijuana 111 the 1930's and 1940's.
PYRAHEXYL, SYNHEXAYL.

PAREGORIC: a liquid opiate sometimes used as a
temporary replacement for junk during a panic.
P.G., P.O. See BLUE VELVET. User: GEE-HEAD.

PASS: collapse, pass out; transfer of drugs; receive
immunity from police.

PEANUT BUTTER: mainlined with mayonaise. It
is unknown at present whether there are any
psychological effects. Several cases have shown
serious, extensive hemorrhages in various organs.

PEP PILLS: amphetamines.

PEPPER: rotten green pepper said to be
hallucinogenic. Apparently another hoax or
put-on, like the banana bit. JACKSON ILLUSION
PEPPER.

PERCODAN: synthetic opiate recently being
abused. OXYCODONE.

PEYOTE: dwarf cactus which is hallucinogenic
when eaten. Used by Western Indians in the Native
American Church. Weaker than LSD and stronger
than pot. Active ingredient is mescaline. CACTUS,
BUTTON, ORGANIC or NATURAL
MESCALINE. See also MESCALINE.

PHENNIES: phenobarbital, a barbiturate.

PICK UP: a new customer for drugs. Fix offered
as a gift or a favor.

PICK UP ON: grasp; gain understanding of.

PIECE: pistol, revolver.

PIGEON: informer. STOOL PIGEON, STOOLY.

PILLHEAD: chronic user of pills (i.e.
amphetamines by mouth). PILL DROPPER, PILL
POPPER.

PILL POPPING: taking pills orally.

PILLOWS: sealed black polyethylene bags of
drugs.
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PIMP: man who solicits for I?rostitute.

PING THE PILL: remove a bit froRl a capsule or
deck, etc., for an extra dose later.

P INNED: constricted pupils dlue to opiates
(exception is Demerol).

PIPE: a large vein good for hitting.

PIPERIDINE: piperidyl benzilates are
psychotomimetic drugs. Effects resemble atwpine
and also cause hallucinations, euphoria and
delerium. Called "J .B." compounds. See DITRAN
and LBJ.

P LACI 0 Y L ( ethch lor vYl.'lal): non-barbiturate
sedative.

PLANT: hidden supply of drugs. STASH, CACHE.
To place drugs on premises or person of suspected
user.

PLANT YOUR SEED: spread your philosophy
through love, talk, sharing, etc.

PLASTIC: part-time, t1exible, amenable to change,
insecure, unreal.

PLASTlC IUPPIE: phony or pseudo-hippie who
makes the scene weekends but is not serious drug
user or really sympathetic with hippie philosophy.

POCKS: depressed skin scars from skin popping'
(subcutaneous injection drugs). POCK MARKS.

POUCE: depending on level involved .- THE
MAN, NARC, FUZZ, BLUE FASCISTS, SAM,
WHISKERS, UNCLE, FED, BULLS, SNOOPS,
THE G, BUSTER, T-MAN. Derogatory term since
Chicago 1968 PIG. HARNESS
BULLS: uniformed officers.

POUTICO: political activist, usually of the new
left.

POP: take drug by mouth, also to inject drugs.
DROP.

POPPED: picked up by po~ice.

POPPERS: amyl nitrite capsules or pearls.
SNAPPERS, PEARLS.

POSSESSING DRUGS: CARRYING, DIRTY,
HOLDING.

POT: see MARIJUANA.

POW WOW: meeting of kindred spirits.

PRESCRIPTION: PAPER, READER, SCRIPT.

PROBE S: deep discussions III confrontation
therapy as in Daytop Village, etc.

PSILOCIN: substance psilocybin IS changed into
in body during metabolism.

PSILOCYBIN: hallucinogen from the magic or
sacred mushroom of Mexico. Used by Indians of
Mexico for centuries. Stronger than pot but weaker
than LSD. GOD'S FLESH, TEONANACTL

PSYCHEDELIC: mind manifesting, mind
expanding, conscious expanding, mind altering or
reality distorting. Applied to hallucinogenic drugs
as acid, peyote, psilocybin, etc.

PSYCHEDELIC DELICATESSAN: shop
specializing in equipment for psychedelic drug
sessions.

PSYCHED UP: emoti'onallyexcited.

PUFF: to falsely claim a drug offered for sale is
better than it really is.

PURE: .lack of any associatton with police;,
unadulterated drug. RIGHTEOUS.

PURPLE HEARTS: phenobarbital, a barbiturate.

PUSH: give or seU drugs to another.

PUSHER: sometimes distinction is made, for
example, pusher sells only hard drugs such as
heroin, cocaine and barbiturates whereas the dealer
sells soft drugs such a.s grass, acid, mescaline, speed,
etc. PEDDLER, CANDY MAN, DEALER,
CONTACT, CONNECTION, ICE CREAM MAN,
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PAPER BOY, MOTHER, SUPPLIER, BAG-MAN,
TAMBOURINE MAN, BROKER,
TRAVEL-AGENT.

PUT DOWN: criti.cize, discourage, knock
something, deny. CUT UP.

PUTTING ME ON: fooling, deliberately deceiving
me.

PUT ON: a hoax.

QUARTER: 1/4 oz. of heroin or speed.

QUILL: folded matchbox cover for snorting junk,
speed or coke.

RACKED-UP: upset, distraught, bothered.
UNGLUED, UNHINGED, FLAPPABLE.

RAINBOWS: tuinal capsules, a barbiturate.

RAM· ROD:, foreman In Daytop, etc., who
supervises a work detail.

RAP: communicate quietly and peacefully, discuss
important matters, gossip, converse. RAPPING,
COR EX TAPPING, RIFFING, RASP.

RAT: addict who is an informer.

READ: to understand, to dig (i.e. "I read you.").

RE·ENTRY: to return or come down from a trip.
To rejoin normal society after tour in treatment
center.

RED CHICKEN: English term for Chinese heroin.

RESIDENTIAL THERAPEUTIC
COMMUNITY: facility run by ex-addicts to treat
drug dependent individuals by group encounter
therapy. Takes 12-18 months of residence and is
entirely voluntary. Examples: Synanon, Daytop
Village.

RIFF: to rap (RIFFING), to groove.

RIGHTEOUS: good, genuine, unadulterated (as
with drug for sale). HONEST.

RIGHT ON: In agreement or correct so continue
on.

RIP: rob or steal especially from a supplier or
dealer. RIP-OFF, TAKE OFF.

RITALIN (methylphenidate): mild stimulant and
anti-depressant which elevates the mood and
overcomes fatigue. Overdose in unstable individuals
may lead to psychotic behavior and psychic
dependence (habituation). Used by some to turn
on.

ROACH: butt of a marijuana cigarette.

ROLL: roll of tablets wrapped in paper or tin foil.
ROLL DECK. Also to mug, beat up.

ROLLER: vein tbat rolls away from needle and
not good for scoring a hit.

ROPE: hashish.

RUMBLE: trouble or a fight (usually involves a
gang). Search by police. Shakedown.

RUMBUNG: looking for trouble or a fight;
fighting, usually by a gang such as a motorcycle
gang.

RUN: use of speed for several days in succession
without letting up. A limited period of addiction
(i.e. heroin). BINGE.

RUNNER: one who transports drugs from source
to dealer.

RUSH: initial sudden pleasurable sensory surge or
sensation associated with injection of speed,
heroin, cocaine. FLASH.

SALAD: see COMBINATIONS.

SALT and PEPPER: adulterated grass..

SALT SHOT: home treatment of an 00 by
injection of salt water or milk.

SAN FRANCISCO: alleged psychedelic capital of
the worl.d. TRIPSVILLE, PSYCHEDELPHIA.



SATCH COTION: Cotton saturated with heroin.

SATOR!: enlightenment; awaking to one's true
inner self.

SAUCE: liquor.

SCAG: heroin.

SCENE: place where the action IS; where
something is happening; where it is at··may be
good or bad scene. Social pattern of drug use in a
certain area.

SCHMECK: heroin.

SCHOOL BOY: codeine.

SCORE: to buy drugs. See OBTAINING DRUGS.

SCRATCHING: being an addict (itching seen in
junkies and speed freaks) and also searching
diligently for drugs.

SCREWED UP: mixed up, confused.

SCRIPT: prescription.

SEDA TIVES: see BARBITU RATES. Also
included are non-barbiturate groups as DORIDEN
and PLACIDYL. Both groups are physically
addicting.

SEGGIES, RED BIRDS, RED DEVILS, RED
BULL: Seconal capsules, a barbiturate.

S ERNYL: animal tranquilizer (phencyclidine).
Potent dangerous hallucinogen acting like LSD for
humans. Used as a vehicle for acid sometimes.
p~C.P., HOG, K2, PEACE PILL, CYCLONES.

SET: mental state of person about to take a drug
plus his underlying psychological tendencies.

SETIING: total environment in which user
undergoes his drug experience.

SET·UP: to frame or plant evidence for a bust;
combination of speed and goofballs.

SEX JUICE: a put-on (oil of peppermint) and not
an aphrodisiac. "68".

SHADES: dark glasses often worn when pupils
dilated from drugs. TEASHADES.

SHAKE: frisk, search.

SHAKE THE HABIT: eliminate the drug habit.

SHIM: one who from casual observation of hair,
clothing, etc. could be either male or female
(contraction of the words she and him). UNISEX,
THE THIRD SEX.

SHINE: reject.

SHOOTERS: mainliners, skin-poppers and
musders.

SHOOTING GALLERY: place (room or
apartment) where addicts inject heroin.

SHOOT UP: series of injections foUowing one
another rapidly (i.e. speed, cocaine).

SHORT COUNT: short weight of drug sold for
full weight.

SHRINK: psychiatrist. HEAD SHRINKER.

SHUCK: to deceive, lie or swindle.

SHUCKS OFF: fails to do assigned work
effectively as in Daytop,. Synanon, etc.

SICK: addict in need of a fix, suffering withdrawal
symptoms. FRANTIC, STRUNG-OUT.

SiLK: white person.

SIMPLE SIMON: psil'ocybin.

SIXTEENTH: sixteenth of an ounce of heroin.

SKAGG: heroin.
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SMOKE: wood alcohol.

DIM E: square or rectangular piece of
aluminum foil containing $10 worth of speed.
Synonyms for speed: CRYSTALS, CHALK,
CRANK, DICE, CRJNK, CHRIS, CHRISTINE,
CHRISTINA.

SPEEDBALL: combination of heroin with either
amphetamine or cocaine for mainlining.

SPEED FREAK: chronic user of speed. METH
MONSTER, HYPER. Groups of speed freaks
hanging together known in some areas as CRANK
COMMANDOS, METHEDRINE MARAUDERS.

SPILL: to talk to police, to inform.

SPLIT: to leave.

SPOON: measure of drug to be injected.

SPRING: treat a person to a toke or a joint.

SPEEDING: under effects of speed. BEHIND
SPEED, CRANKING.

SQUIRREL: addict who stashes large supply of
drugs in a hidden cache.

STASH: hidden supply of drugs for personal use;
to hide.

STONED: intoxicated from a drug.

STARDUST: cocaine.

SQUARE: not with it; anti-hip; conforming and
conventional; one who docs not lise drugs.
BROWN SHOES, LAMES.

STICK: marijuana cigarette.

STINKING: under the influence of narcotics.

STEAMBOAT: joint stuck 10 hole in cardboard
core of toilet paper roll.

STIMULANTS: see AMPHETAMINES, RITALIN,
WYAMINE, T.M.A., T.M.M., M.D.A., M.M.D.A.,
D.O.E., D.O.E.T., D.M.A., D.M.D.A., ETC.

like snuff.
SNIFFING,

SNAPPERS: amyl nitrite ampules. Used alone or
with pot. AMYS, PEARLS.

SNIFFERS: medicated inhalers as amphetamines.

SMASH: oil of cannabis with hashish for smoking.

SLICE BREAD: to make a payoff.

SLICK: dever, cool, drug users, non-conformists.

SKIN POPPING: IOJecting drugs subcutaneously
(under skin but not in vein). POPPING,
SKINNING, JOY POPPING.

SKIN HEAD: young working-class Englishmen
who shave their heads to show contempt for
long-hairs (hippies) but who may use drugs
themselves.

SOURCE: person who supplies pushers with their
drugs. BIG MAN.

SNOW: cocaine.

SPADE: a Negro. BLACK, BLOOD.

SNORTING: nasal use of drugs
Co caine, her 0 in, speed, etc.
HORNING, BLOWING.

SNITCH: to inform.

SOCK IT TO ME: tell all the facts, speak plainly
and honestly without reservation.

SPEED: types of amphetamine as DESOXYN,
METHEDRINE, METHAMPHETAMINE. Popped,
snorted, or mainlined.

SPOON: unit of measurement in which speed
is packaged for sale. From 1/4 to 1 teaspoon.

SOFT DRUGS: non-cocaine and non-narcotics
such as pot, speed, acid, etc.

SPACED-OUT: in a daze or state of altered
consciousness, usually from drug but not always.



STONEHEAD~ chronic user of drugs who shows
mental effects from the drug.

STRAlGHT: not on drugs; feeling well after
heroin fix (junky).

STRAIGHTEN OUT: prevent withdrawal
symptoms.

STREET, ON THE: the addict's mireu; using
drugs. Environment and setting of drug users in a
specific area. LIVING ON THE BRICKS.

STRETCHER: inert material added to drug to cut
or dilute it (i.e. quinine for heroin, oregano for
marijuana, etc.) FILLER.

STRIP: area of street, sidewalk or grass on which
hippies congregate (after Sunset Strip in L.A.).
BEACH.

S .T. P.: "Se r entity-Tranquility-Peace". Very
potent and long acting hallucinogen, stronger and
more dangerous than LSD. A megahallucinogen.
Said to have been synthesized first by Dow
Chemical Co. Rumored to be a secret nerve gas (it
is not). Also rumored to be named after the
powerful motor additive "scientifically treated
petroleum", hence S.T.P. Also called D.O.M. and
72 HOUR BUMMER.

STRU G OUT: continuous use of drugs ending
up as drug bum or stonehead. User who is feeling
sick due to lack of necessary drug (i.e. junkie in
need of fix). Mentally and physically exhausted
from constant use of drugs (i.e. speed, heroin).

STUFF: general term for drugs, narcotics.

SUGAR: powdered narcoti<;:s.

SUPPLIER OF DRUGS: DEALER,
CONNECTION, BAGMAN, CONTACT, BIG MAN,
PEDDLER, COPMAN, TRAVEL-AGENT,
SWINGMAN.

SWEET LUCY: hashish.

SWEETIES: British term from Prcludin
(phenmetrazine), an amphetamine-like appetite
suppressant.

SWING: actively partiCipate in various activities
such as drug subculture. To be free and uninhibited
in general.

SWINGER: cat or chick who really swings.

SWlNGMAN: a supplier of drugs.

SYNHEXYL: see PARAHEXYL.

SYNTHETIC OPIATES: A LPHAPRODINE,
LERITIN E, LEVODROMORAN, METOPON,
NUMO RPHAN, DEME ROL, PERCODAN,
HYDROCODONE. Only last four arc abused at
present.

SYSTEM: an addict's or user's tolerance for his
drug.

TAB: tablet or porous paper impregnated with
LSD or other drug.

TABBING: putting drop of LSD on tablet
(vitamin C or animal tranquilizer) or paper for
marketing. DOTTING.

TAKING DRUGS: INTO, BEHIND, USING,
GETTING ON.

TAKE THE CURE: go to the hospital.

TAKlNG·OFF: robbing dealer or another junkie
to support your habit; mainlining.

TAKJNG A TRIP: under the effects of drugs.

TALL: good.

TALK DOWN: to bring a person down from a
bum trip by rest, reassurance, sympathy, and
support through rapping rather than by drug
therapy.

TAR BEACH: rooftop used for sleeping or
shooting.
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TASTE: portion of a drug sufficient for one
person only.

TASTE OF HONEY: pleasurable experience (may
or may not be through drugs).

TEA: hashish.

TECATA: heroin.

TEENYBOPPER: pre-teenagers and early
teenagers living at home who like to make the
scene weekends and mingle with the college
students. Mayor may not use drugs. LITTLE
PEOPLE, BUBBLE GUMMERS, PIGTAlLERS,
BAD NEWS.

TELL IT LIKE IT IS: tell entire truth without
embellishment or withholding; be strictly factual.

TERP: see turp.

T.H.C.: see Marijuana. Tetrahydrocannabinol.

THE MAN: policeman.

THING: one's chief interest or preoccupation. DO
YOUR THING: do what interests you or is best
for you regardless of the consequences.

THIRD EYE: the inward-looking eye; the new
vision into oneself said to be provided by
psychedelic drugs.

THOROUGHBRED: one wlt(} sells only pure
drugs.

THREADS: clothes.

THROW ROCKS: commit crime to get bread.

TIGHTEN ME UP: take care of me with
medication.

TINGLE: preliminary sensation felt in chest or
abdo men right after a hit before other
manifestations of flash or rush appear.

T.M.A.: synthetic amphetamine.

T.M.M.: synthetic amphetamine.

TO BE OFF: to have withdrawn from drugs.

TOAK: to take a puff of a marijuana cigarette.

TOGETHER: in control of the situation; state of
having a clean head after refraining from drug use.

TOSSED: searched, frisked.

TOOLS: equipment for injecting drugs.

TOUGH: sharp, admirable, good.

TOY: the smallest container of prepared opium.

TRACKS: needle marks and scars from mainlining
heroin or speed. TRACKED-UP: covered with
tracks. LOUSED-UP.

TRANQUILIZERS: commonly abused ones are
Librium, Miltown, Valium, Valmid. DOWNERS,
DOWNS, BACKWARDS, TRANKS, TRANQS.
These are minor tranquilizers and pwduce physical
addiction.

TRAVEL-AGENT: dealer in hallucinogenic drugs
such as LSD, etc.

TRICK: client of prostitute.

TRIP: experience that goes beyond ordinary
thoughts, feelings and perceptions. Commonly
produced by drugs but may occur without recourse
to drugs. Classified as body or head type depending
on whether manifestations are primarily physical
(i.e. heroin) or mental (i.e. acid).

TRIPPING-OUT: to go out of one's normal state
of mind or to go on a trip. Ordinarily due to drugs,
but may rarely be unrelated to drugs.

TUINAL: TODIES, RAINBOWS - a barbiturate.

TUNE-IN: to become aware and perceptive of
things around one. Customarily drug activated but
does not have to be.



TURKEY: capsule hlled with inert materiaD.
DUMMY, BLANK.

TURN A TRICK: prostitute successfully soliciting
and engaging a client.

TURN-OFF: to dispel interest in something, to
bore or to produce indifference by some action.

TURN-ON: to come alive, to become excited or
affected by something or to become involved.
Done with or without drugs.

TU RP: cough syrup with high codeine content.
Name originated from terpin hydrate with codeine.

TWISTED: going thru withdrawal (abstinence)
syndrome (illness).

UNCOOL: lack of self-control, inability to cope,
unaware or ignorant.

UNDERGROUND: subculture of youth with its
ritual, mystique, costume, jargon etc. Usually
oriented against society and the establishment.
Mayor may not be drug-centered.

UNDER INFLUENCE OF
DRUGS: INTOXICATED, CHARGED-UP, HIGH,
LIT-UP, BLASTED, TWISTED, FLYING,
STONED, UP, BELTED, GROUND-UP,
TORN-UP, GROOViNG, COASTING, WASTED,
GOING-UP, TAKING A TRIP, ZONKED,
SPACED, FLOATING, HOPPED-UP, BLITZED.

UNFLAPPABLE: calm, unexcitable,
imperturbable.

UNGLUED: fallen apart emotionally, being
uncool,. not remaining unflappable in face of
pressure (heat). UNHINGED, RACKED-UP.

UNKIE: morphine.

UP: euphoric, elated or high (with or without
drugs).

UP TIGHT: nervous, anxuous, worried or rigid.

USER: one who takes illegal drugs.

USI G: taking illegal drugs.

VIBES (VIBS): perceptions,. sensations, thought
waves, atmosphere or spirit of a scene or
happening. May be either good or bad vibes.
VIBRATIONS.

VICE SQUAD: ones In group who Me clean of
drugs.

VIOLATED: arrested for parole violation.

VONCE: butt of a marijuana cigarette.

VOYAGEUR: person on hallucinogenic drug trip.

WAG TAIL: to conform.

WAKE-UP: first fix of the day.

WASHED-UP: off drugs.

WASTED: deeply under influence of a drug so can
not function normally. DESTROYED,
WIPED-OUT.

WATERING-OFF: kicking a drug habit as one gets
older (applied chiefly to heroin). Done
spontaneously without medical help. MATURING,
FOLDING-UP, GETTING THE MONKEY OFF
YOUR BACK.

WAY DOWN: low, depressed or in need of drugs.

WEI G HT: large amount of drugs (as for
distribution).

WHERE IT'S AT: real or imagined place where
action or event is taking place.

WHEELS: a car. SHORT.

WHITE LIGHT: sudden complete comprehension
of an idea or an ideology. Ultimate emotional
experience behind a drug, especially acid or
mescaline. Final discovery of one's inner self.
Hallucination of blinding white light with a feeling
of omniscience such as is said to occur sometimes
from haUudnogenic drugs.
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WIG: the mind, YEN SHEE SUEY: opium wine.

WIG-OUT: blow one's mind, become psychotic.
Usually due to drugs but may be other
precipitating factors.

ZAP: to overwhelm, i.e. zap the fuzz with love. To
strike back peacefully, i.e. zap the man with flower
power. To destroy. Caught.
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WILD GERONIMO: barbiturate in beer.

WORKS: hypodermic needle.

WINDER: junkie who goes 10 and out of
treatment center repeatedly as at Lexington,
Kentucky. REVOLVING DOOR.

YEN HOCK: instrument used in opium smoking.

WRAP: foil, plastic or paper wrapping used to
disguise appearance and obliterate the odor of a
drug being shipped.

WI RED: deeply under influence of drugs,
especially speed or hallucinogens.

YEN SHEE: opium ash.

YELLOW JACKETS: Nembutal capsules, a
barbiturate.

WITHDRAWAL: physical and mental symptoms
suffered when supply of a physically addicting
drug such as alcohol, barbiturates or heroin is cut
off. ABSTINENCE SYNDROME, TWISTED.

WINGDING: faked withdrawal put on in
effort to get drugs from a doctor.
HANG TOUGH: sweat it out cold turkey and
don't cave in.
YEN SLEEP: the restless sleep during
withdrawal.
YENNING: going through withdrawal.
AGO IES: withdrawal symptoms.
AROUND THE TURN: has finished going
thru withdrawal.

WY AMINE (mephent ermine): nasal inhaler
containing stimulant related to amphetamine.
SNIFFERS.

YIPPIE: different from traditional hippie in that
he is more vocal and more of an activist politically
and otherwise.
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